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Change Agent Jan 26 2022 New York Times bestselling author Daniel Suarez delivers an exhilarating sci-fi thriller exploring a potential future
where CRISPR genetic editing allows the human species to control evolution itself. On a crowded train platform, Interpol agent Kenneth Durand
feels the sting of a needle—and his transformation begins... In 2045 Kenneth Durand leads Interpol’s most effective team against genetic crime,
hunting down black market labs that perform "vanity edits" on human embryos for a price. These illegal procedures augment embryos in ways
that are rapidly accelerating human evolution—preying on human-trafficking victims to experiment and advance their technology. With the
worlds of genetic crime and human trafficking converging, Durand and his fellow Interpol agents discover that one figure looms behind it all:
Marcus Demang Wyckes, leader of a powerful and sophisticated cartel known as the Huli jing. But the Huli jing have identified Durand, too.
After being forcibly dosed with a radical new change agent, Durand wakes from a coma weeks later to find he’s been genetically transformed into
someone else—his most wanted suspect: Wyckes. Now a fugitive, pursued through the genetic underworld by his former colleagues and the
police, Durand is determined to restore his original DNA by locating the source of the mysterious—and highly valuable—change agent. But
Durand hasn’t anticipated just how difficult locating his enemy will be. With the technology to genetically edit the living, Wyckes and his Huli
jing could be anyone and everyone—and they have plans to undermine identity itself.
Zero Day Jun 18 2021 Over the Atlantic, an airliner’s controls suddenly stop reacting. In Japan, an oil tanker runs aground when its navigational
system fails. And in America, a nuclear power plant nearly becomes the next Chernobyl. At first, these computer failures seem unrelated. But Jeff
Aiken, a former government analyst who saw the mistakes made before 9/11, fears that there may be a more serious attack coming. And he soon
realizes that there isn’t much time if he hopes to stop an international disaster.
Twelve Against the Gods Apr 04 2020 An instant bestseller when first published in 1929—biographies of twelve bold individuals from history
and what they did to separate themselves from the pack. In his trademark journalist style, author William Bolitho details the lives of twelve great
adventurers—Alexander the Great, Casanova, Christopher Columbus, Mahomet, Lola Montez, Cagliostro (and Seraphina), Charles XII of
Sweden, Napoleon I, Lucius Sergius Catiline, Napoleon III, Isadora Duncan, and Woodrow Wilson. Bolitho elucidates both the struggles and
successes that made these figures so iconic, and demonstrates how they all battled convention and conformity to achieve enduring fame and
notoriety. “We are born adventurers,” Bolitho writes, “and the love of adventures never leaves us till we are very old; old, timid men, in whose
interest it is that adventure should quite die out. This is why all the poets are on one side, and all the laws on the other; for laws are made by, and
usually for, old men.” Though his essays are nearly one hundred years old, they encompass the timeless values of perseverance, bravery, and
strength of spirit that have proven to resonate with the pioneers and thought leaders of today. “It’s really quite good.” —Elon Musk “Twelve
Against the Gods provides an interesting perspective on what drove and impeded this group of adventurers . . . A good read for anyone who’s
interested in history or looking to find some motivation to switch things up and break the rules.” —Áine Cain, Business Insider “I think Twelve
Against the Gods is also very appropriate for this day and age. We need adventurers, and there still are a lot of adventurers.” —China Ryall,
daughter of William Bolitho
Change Agent Jan 14 2021 New York Times bestselling author Daniel Suarez delivers an exhilarating sci-fi thriller exploring a potential future
where CRISPR genetic editing allows the human species to control evolution itself. On a crowded train platform, Interpol agent Kenneth Durand
feels the sting of a needle—and his transformation begins... In 2045 Kenneth Durand leads Interpol’s most effective team against genetic crime,
hunting down black market labs that perform "vanity edits" on human embryos for a price. These illegal procedures augment embryos in ways
that are rapidly accelerating human evolution—preying on human-trafficking victims to experiment and advance their technology. With the
worlds of genetic crime and human trafficking converging, Durand and his fellow Interpol agents discover that one figure looms behind it all:
Marcus Demang Wyckes, leader of a powerful and sophisticated cartel known as the Huli jing. But the Huli jing have identified Durand, too.
After being forcibly dosed with a radical new change agent, Durand wakes from a coma weeks later to find he’s been genetically transformed into
someone else—his most wanted suspect: Wyckes. Now a fugitive, pursued through the genetic underworld by his former colleagues and the
police, Durand is determined to restore his original DNA by locating the source of the mysterious—and highly valuable—change agent. But
Durand hasn’t anticipated just how difficult locating his enemy will be. With the technology to genetically edit the living, Wyckes and his Huli
jing could be anyone and everyone—and they have plans to undermine identity itself.
Loch Down Abbey Dec 01 2019 It is the 1930s and a mysterious illness is spreading over Scotland. But the noble and ancient family of
Inverkillen, residents of Loch Down Abbey, are more concerned with dwindling toilet roll supplies and who will look after the children now that
Nanny has regretfully (and most inconveniently) departed this life. Then Lord Inverkillen, Earl and head of the family, is found dead in
mysterious circumstances. The inspector declares it an accident but Mrs MacBain, the head housekeeper, isn't so convinced. As no one is allowed
in or out because of the illness, the residents of the house - both upstairs and downstairs - are the only suspects. With the Earl's own family too
busy doing what can only be described as nothing, she decides to do some digging and in doing so uncovers a host of long-hidden secrets, lies and
betrayals that will alter the dynamics of the household for ever.
Freedom Nov 23 2021 Human freedom has one last hope to survive the information revolution in the epic, apocalyptic sequel to the international
bestseller Daemon. The Daemon is now firmly in control and moving towards its endgame, using an expanding network of real-world,
dispossessed darknet operatives to tear civilization apart and build it anew. As the global economy begins to fail, the world's most powerful
organizations - monolithic corporations, complete with armies of their own - prepare to fight their unseen enemy. When a brutal civil war breaks
out in the United States, former detective Pete Sebeck, now the Daemon's most powerful though reluctant operative, must lead a small band of
enlightened humans to protect the new world order. Amid conflicting loyalties, rapidly diminishing human power and the possibility that anyone
can be a daemon operative or a corporate spy, Sebeck knows that he embodies the last hope that freedom can survive the information revolution.
Daemon May 30 2022
Daemon Oct 03 2022 A man is found brutally murdered - and the only possible perpetrator happens to be dead. As more killings follow, it
becomes clear that mass carnage is being planned and organised from beyond the grave. The Daemon - a lethal and seemingly unstoppable

computer program - is responsible and murder is the least of its capabilities. Masterminded by a twisted genius, the Daemon inhabits the systems
on which society depends. In a world where everyone and everything is online, nothing is out of its reach. And as we are all connected, there is no
escape... Explosive, action-packed, terrifyingly relevant, Daemon redefines the high-concept thriller for the information age.
Cognitive Surplus Oct 11 2020 The author of the breakout hit "Here Comes Everybody" reveals how new technology is changing us from
consumers to collaborators, unleashing a torrent of creative production that will transform our world.
The Sanctuary Mar 16 2021 'Compulsive, twisty and deliciously dark' 5* reader review 'Another brilliant book by Charlotte Duckworth!'5* reader
review 'A fabulous twisty thriller' 5* reader review 'Tense and gripping' 5* reader review 'Addictive and devourable and I loved every second' 5*
reader review Four pregnant women. Three nights of pampering at an exclusive yoga retreat. One too many deadly secrets . . . On a remote farm
in the deepest Devonshire countryside, four pregnant women arrive at an exclusive yoga retreat for a five-star weekend of prenatal pampering.
The location is idyllic. Their host, Selina, is eager to teach them all she knows about pregnancy and motherhood. But, like Selina, each of the
women has a secret. And secrets can be deadly . . . Praise for The Sanctuary 'Dark, compelling and wonderfully creepy' Karen Hamilton 'A
superbly plotted thriller - I could not put it down' Celia Rees 'A fast-paced, twisty thriller' Nikki Smith 'A writer at the top of her thriller game'
Louise Mumford 'Compelling' Jess Ryder 'Full of tension and secrets and so many twists!' Lauren North 'Gripping' Emma Christie 'Wonderfully
sinister and compelling' Caroline Hulse 'Duckworth's best yet' Rebecca Fleet 'A completely addictive read' Sophie Flynn
Daemon Reckoning Aug 09 2020 Hidden in the shadows of our world, supernatural creatures wage war for the fate of humanity. Euadaemons
protect the innocent, Kakodaemons desire absolute power. Both have altered Krista Culver's life. After spending the past ten years as a Drone for
evil, she's finally awake and doesn't want to waste another moment. No one will stand in the way of her kicking Kako butt. Not her sister, not her
father, not even her incredibly tempting boss. Racine is about to go mad trying to find his evil twin brother responsible for the Kako uprising, but
Rysis is in the wind. Adding to his problems, Krista returned from Enforcer training. Gone is the sweet girl. In her place is a fierce woman who
stirs something deep inside. Something he thought long dead and buried. As their desires grow so does the danger surrounding them. The Kako
threat is mounting and the time for a reckoning has come.
Nexus Aug 28 2019 Book 1 of the Nexus Trilogy - Continued in Book 2: Crux In the near future, the experimental nano-drug Nexus can link
humans together, mind to mind. There are some who want to improve it. There are some who want to eradicate it. And there are others who just
want to exploit it. When a young scientist is caught improving Nexus, he's thrust over his head into a world of danger and international espionage
- for there is far more at stake than anyone realizes. From the halls of academe to the halls of power, from the headquarters of an elite US agency
in Washington DC to a secret lab beneath a top university in Shanghai, from the underground parties of San Francisco to the illegal biotech
markets of Bangkok, from an international neuroscience conference to a remote monastery in the mountains of Thailand - Nexus is a thrill ride
through a future on the brink of explosion. Shortlisted for the Arthur C Clarke Award Shortlisted for the Prometheus Award Shortlisted for the
Kitschies Award An NPR Best Book of 2013! "Good. Scary good." - Wired "Provocative... A double-edged vision of the post-human."- The Wall
Street Journal "A lightning bolt of a novel, with a sense of awe missing from a lot of current fiction."- Ars Technica "Starred Review. Naam turns
in a stellar performance in his debut SF novel... What matters here is the remarkable scope and narrative power of the story."- Booklist "A
superbly plotted high-tension technothriller ... full of delicious, thoughtful moral ambiguity ... a hell of a read."- Cory Doctorow "A gripping piece
of near future speculation... all the grit and pace of the Bourne films."- Alastair Reynolds, author of Revelation Space "A sharp, chilling look at
our likely future."- Charles Stross, author of Singularity Sky and Halting State "The most brilliant hard SF thriller I've read in years. Reminds me
of Michael Crichton at his best."- Brenda Cooper, author of The Creative Fire "A rich cast of characters...the action scenes are crisp, the glimpses
of future tech and culture are mesmerizing."- Publishers Weekly "Any old writer can take you on a roller coaster ride, but it takes a wizard like
Ramez Naam to take you on the same ride while he builds the roller coaster a few feet in front of you."- John Barnes, author of Directive 51
"Michael Crichton-like."- SFX Magazine "An incredibly imaginative, action-packed intellectual romp!"- Dani Kollin, Prometheus Awardwinning author of The Unincorporated Man "The only serious successor to Michael Crichton."- Scott Harrison, author of Archangel
Freedom (TM) Aug 21 2021 The New York Times bestseller Daemon unleashed a terrifying technological vision of an all-powerful, malicious
computer program. Now, our world is the Daemon's world—unless someone stops it once and for all... The Daemon is in absolute control, using
an expanded network of shadowy operatives to tear apart civilization and build it anew. Even as civil war breaks out in the American Midwest in
a wave of nightmarish violence, former detective Pete Sebeck—the Daemon's most powerful, though reluctant, operative—must lead a small
band of enlightened humans in a movement designed to protect the new world order. But the private armies of global business are preparing to
crush the Daemon once and for all. In a world of shattered loyalties, collapsing societies, and seemingly endless betrayal, the only thing worth
fighting for may be nothing less than the freedom of all humankind.
Freedom Jun 30 2022 Human freedom has one last hope to survive the information revolution in the epic, apocalyptic sequel to the international
bestseller Daemon. The Daemon - a lethal computer program created by a twisted genius - is firmly in control and moving towards its endgame.
As the global economy begins to collapse, the world's most powerful organizations - monolithic corporations, complete with armies of their own prepare to fight their unseen enemy. When civil conflict erupts in the United States, former detective Pete Sebeck finds himself forced to protect
the new world order. Amid conflicting loyalties, rapidly diminishing human power and the possibility that anyone can be a daemon operative or a
corporate spy, Sebeck knows that he embodies the last hope that freedom can survive the information revolution.
Vortex Nov 11 2020 S. J. Kincaid has created a fascinating dystopian world for Insignia, her futuristic science-fiction adventure series perfect for
fans of Ender's Game. Earth is in the middle of WWIII, a war to determine which governments and corporations will control the resources of the
solar system. Teen Tom Raines grew up with nothing—some days without even a roof over his head. Then his exceptional gaming skills earned
him a spot in the Intrasolar Forces, the country's elite military training program, and his life completely changed. Now in Vortex, the second book
in the series, Tom discovers that the Pentagonal Spire, where he and his friends are being trained as superhuman weapons, is filled with
corruption. He is asked to betray his friends—the first real friends he's ever had—for the sake of his country. Will he sacrifice his new life to do
what he believes is right?
Influx Mar 28 2022 New York Times bestselling author Daniel Suarez imagines a chilling future where technological advances are held hostage
by the government in this thriller that perfectly blends “nail-biting suspense with accessible science” (Publishers Weekly). Physicist Jon Grady
and his team have discovered a device that can reflect gravity—a triumph that will revolutionize the field of physics and change the future. But
instead of acclaim, Grady’s lab is locked down by a covert organization known as the Bureau of Technology Control. The bureau’s mission:
suppress the truth of sudden technological progress and prevent the social upheaval it would trigger. Because the future is already here. And it’s
rewards are only for a select few. When Grady refuses to join the BTC, he’s thrown into a nightmarish high-tech prison housing other doomed
rebel intellects. Now, as the only hope to usher humanity out of its artificial dark age, Grady and his fellow prisoners must try to expose the
secrets of an unimaginable enemy—one that wields a technological advantage half a century in the making.
Monkey Business Jul 28 2019 Animal House meets Liar's Poker in this hysterically funny, often unbelievable, and absolutely, positively true
account of life at DLJ, one of the hottest investment banks on Wall Street. "Like most other young business school graduates, John Rolfe and
Peter Troob thought that life in a major investment banking firm would make their wildest dreams come true -- it would be fast-paced,
intellectually challenging, glamorous, and, best of all, lucrative. They were in for a surprise. For behind the walls of Wall Street's firms lies a

stratum of stunted, overworked, abused, and in the end, very well-compensated, but very frustrated men and women. Monkey Business takes
readers behind the scenes at Donaldson, Lufkin, and Jenrette (DLJ), one of Wall Street's hottest firms of the 90s, from the interview process to the
courting of clients to bonus time. It's a glimpse of a side of the business the financial periodicals don't talk about -- 20-hour work days, trips
across the country where associates do nothing except carry the pitch book, strip clubs at night, inflated salaries, and high-powered, unforgettable
personalities. Monkey Business provides readers with a first-class education in the real life of an investment banker. But best of all, it is an
extremely funny read about two young men who, on their way towards achieving the American dream, quickly realized they were selling their
souls to get there."
Delta-v Dec 25 2021 The bestselling author of Daemon returns with a near-future technological thriller, in which a charismatic billionaire recruits
a team of adventurers to launch the first deep space mining operation--a mission that could alter the trajectory of human civilization. When
itinerant cave diver James Tighe receives an invitation to billionaire Nathan Joyce's private island, he thinks it must be a mistake. But Tighe's
unique skill set makes him a prime candidate for Joyce's high-risk venture to mine a near-earth asteroid--with the goal of kick-starting an entire
off-world economy. The potential rewards and personal risks are staggering, but the competition is fierce and the stakes couldn't be higher.
Isolated and pushed beyond their breaking points, Tighe and his fellow twenty-first century adventurers--ex-soldiers, former astronauts, BASE
jumpers, and mountain climbers--must rely on each other to survive not only the dangers of a multi-year expedition but the harsh realities of
business in space. They're determined to transform humanity from an Earth-bound species to a space-faring one--or die trying.
The Image of Her Dec 13 2020 Stella and Connie have never met and never will. So why is Stella stalking Connie's every move on social
media? Stella lives with her mother, a smothering narcissist. Her world has shrunk since the terrible accident that left her a shut-in. Her days are
broken up by deliveries from a courier that she always returns and by the irresistible urge to watch the life of a stranger - beautiful Connie unfold on social media. But why is she so drawn to a woman she has never met? And what caused the accident she doesn't want to speak about?
Connie is an expat living in Dubai with her partner, Mark, and their two children. On the face of it she wants for nothing and yet she fears that her
husband is turning into a stranger. When she finds herself drawn into the lives of the local domestic helpers, she discovers that there are dark
secrets in this glittering city. Two women with nothing in common except a twist of fate. What happens when their lives collide?
Distributed Systems with Node.js Jun 06 2020 Many companies, from startups to Fortune 500 companies alike, use Node.js to build performant
backend services. And engineers love Node.js for its approachable API and familiar syntax. Backed by the world's largest package repository,
Node's enterprise foothold is only expected to grow. In this hands-on guide, author Thomas Hunter II proves that Node.js is just as capable as
traditional enterprise platforms for building services that are observable, scalable, and resilient. Intermediate to advanced Node.js developers will
find themselves integrating application code with a breadth of tooling from each layer of a modern service stack. Learn why running redundant
copies of the same Node.js service is necessary Know which protocol to choose, depending on the situation Fine-tune your application containers
for use in production Track down errors in a distributed setting to determine which service is at fault Simplify app code and increase performance
by offloading work to a reverse proxy Build dashboards to monitor service health and throughput Find out why so many different tools are
required when operating in an enterprise environment
Absolution Gap Feb 01 2020 Take another awe-inspiring leap into the darkly imagined future of REVELATION SPACE, where it is time for
Humanity to meet its Unmakers. Mankind has endured centuries of horrific plague and a particularly brutal interstellar war ... but there is still no
time for peace and quiet. Stirred from aeons of sleep, the Inhibitors - ancient alien killing machines - have begun the process of ridding the galaxy
of its latest emergent intelligence: mankind. As a ragtag bag of refugees fleeing the first wave of the cull head towards an apparently insignificant
moon light-years away, they discover an avenging angel, a girl born in ice. She has the power to lead mankind to safety, and the ability to draw
down their darkest enemy. And on a planet where vast travelling cathedrals crawl towards the treacherous fissure known as Absolution Gap, an
unsettling truth becomes apparent: to beat one enemy, it may be necessary to forge an alliance with something much, much worse ...
Daemon Nov 04 2022 Matthew Sobol is dead, but his final creation survives. It begins with a bizarre murder, where the only possible perpetrator
happens to be dead. As more killings follow, the police are completely out of their depth. It falls to the unlikely partnership of Sebeck, a
computer-illiterate cop, and Ross, an enigmatic hacker, to realise the scale of the imminent danger. The Daemon is seemingly unstoppable, and
murder is the least of its capabilities. As it leaves a trail of death and destruction in its wake, Sebeck and Ross must face up to a terrifying
possibility. Can they convince a disbelieving world to take drastic action, and shut down the Daemon before it is too late? Explosive, actionpacked, terrifyingly relevant, Daemon redefines the high-concept thriller for the information age.
DARKNET Apr 28 2022 Die Welt ist nur ein Spiel – das Überleben der Menschheit der Preis. Ein DAEMON hat die digitale Welt erobert, und
wer das Internet beherrscht, beherrscht auch den Planeten. Die Menschen, die sich ihm unterordnen, erleben die Realität wie ein Computerspiel
und werden mit ungeheuren Kräften ausgestattet. Nach und nach gewinnt der DAEMON immer mehr Macht jenseits der Datenströme. Und
staunend erkennt die Menschheit: Vielleicht ist das die Rettung der Zivilisation. Doch diejenigen, die bisher das Sagen hatten, wollen sich nicht
kampflos entthronen lassen. So treten die Söldnerarmeen des Global Business an gegen den DAEMON. Und bald herrscht Terror in allen
Ländern, brennen Städte und Dörfer, rüsten sich zwei Heere zur letzten Schlacht. «Diese beiden Romane bilden zusammen den Cyberthriller, an
dem sich in Zukunft alle anderen messen lassen müssen.» (Publishers Weekly über DAEMON und DARKNET)
Computer One Jan 02 2020
Reamde Jun 26 2019 SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2012 BEST THRILLER OF THE YEAR- CWA IAN FLEMING STEEL DAGGER
SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2012 WARWICK PRIZE FOR WRITING Across the globe, millions of computer screens flicker with the artfully
coded world of T'Rain - an addictive internet role-playing game of fantasy and adventure. But backstreet hackers in China have just unleashed a
contagious virus called Reamde, and as it rampages through the gaming world spreading from player to player - holding hard drives hostage in
the process - the computer of one powerful and dangerous man is infected, causing the carefully mediated violence of the on-line world to spill
over into reality. A fast-talking, internet-addicted mafia accountant is brutally silenced by his Russian employers, and Zula - a talented young
T'Rain computer programmer - is abducted and bundled on to a private jet. As she is flown across the skies in the company of the terrified
boyfriend she broke up with hours before, and a brilliant Hungarian hacker who may be her only hope, she finds herself sucked into a whirl of
Chinese Secret Service agents and gun-toting American Survivalists; the Russian criminal underground and an al-Qaeda cell led by a charismatic
Welshman; each a strand of a connected world that devastatingly converges in T'Rain. An inimitable and compelling thriller that careers from
British Columbia to South-West China via Russia and the fantasy world of T'Rain, Reamde is an irresistible epic from the unique imagination of
one of today's most individual writers.
DAEMON Sep 21 2021 Es beobachtet. Es lernt. Und es tötet. Auf dem Bildschirm erschien das körnige Videobild eines Mannes. Er nickte müde
in die Kamera. «Detective Sebeck. Darf ich mich vorstellen? Ich war Matthew Sobol, zu Lebzeiten Chef von CyberStorm Entertainment.» Sebeck
beugte sich vor. «Wie ich sehe, sind Sie mit den Mordfällen Pavlos und Singh befasst. Um Ihnen unnötigen Aufwand zu ersparen, sage ich Ihnen:
Ich habe beide getötet. Warum, werden Sie bald erfahren. Allerdings haben Sie ein Problem. Sie können mich nicht verhaften. Sie können mich
nicht aufhalten. Denn ich bin tot.» Matthew Sobol ist einer der reichsten Männer des Silicon Valley und ein Computergenie. Doch seit langem
leidet er an einer unheilbaren Krankheit. Exakt in der Sekunde seines Todes nehmen rund um den Erdball Computerprogramme ihre Arbeit auf –
zunächst unbemerkt, aber sehr bald schon wird deutlich, dass ein DAEMON den gesamten digitalisierten Planeten infiziert hat. Ein DAEMON,

der herrscht, ein DAEMON, der tötet. Und in einer Welt, in der alle vernetzt sind, kann ihm keiner entkommen. «Unbarmherzig spannend.»
(Daily Telegraph) «Dieses fesselnde Debüt ist das perfekte Geschenk für einen Computerfreak oder einfach für jemanden, der Nervenkitzel und
Techno-Spannung schätzt ... Eine Wendung zum Schluss, die allen Erwartungen zuwiderläuft, lässt den Leser beklommen und ungeduldig auf die
versprochene Fortsetzung warten.» (Publishers Weekly) «Die Wirklichkeit steckt überall in diesem Roman, sie ist aufregend und macht einem
Angst.» (Time Magazine) «Ein erstklassiges Debüt mit einigen der besten Action-Szenen, die ich je gelesen habe. Für Spannungsleser und
Science-Fiction-Fans gleichermaßen geeignet.» (Independent on Sunday) «‹Daemon› ist das einzig Wahre – ein erschreckender Blick auf das,
was schiefgehen kann, wenn wir immer abhängiger von Computer-Netzwerken werden.» (Craig Newmark, Gründer von Craiglist) «Ein
phantastischer Techno-Thriller! Suarez zeichnet das faszinierende Bild eines rechnergesteuerten Terrorismus, vereinigt dabei bereits existierende
wie in naher Zukunft erwartbare Technologien und erzählt eine glaubwürdige und ziemlich ausgekochte Story.» (William O'Brien, Leiter der
Abteilung Cybersecurity und Kommunikation des Weißen Hauses)
Kill Decision May 18 2021 A scientist and a soldier must join forces when combat drones zero in on targets on American soil in this gripping
technological thriller from New York Times bestselling author Daniel Suarez. Linda McKinney studies the social behavior of insects—which
leaves her entirely unprepared for the day her research is conscripted to help run an unmanned and automated drone army. Odin is the secretive
Special Ops soldier with a unique insight into a faceless enemy who has begun to attack the American homeland with drones programmed to
seek, identify, and execute targets without human intervention. Together, McKinney and Odin must slow this advance long enough for the world
to recognize its destructive power. But as enigmatic forces press the advantage, and death rains down from above, it may already be too late to
save mankind from destruction.
The Elephant Tree May 06 2020 Reminiscent of Irvine Welsh’s Trainspotting, this debut novel, The Elephant Tree challenges the reader’s sense
of morality with shocking plot twists and vivid characters.Mark Fallon is an overworked detective investigating a spate of attacks at a string of
high profile city centre nightclubs. Scott is a dejected 24 year old struggling to make ends meet working for his brother and supplementing his
income with a small-scale drug dealing operation. Angela is an attractive 23 year old, raised by her father, a career criminal and small time drug
dealer who supplies Scott with cannabis.This is a chilling tale spanning a few months in the lives of Scott and Angela, where realizations about
the present combine with shocking revelations from the past leading to an apocalyptic climax where they no longer know whom they can trust.
Daemon Aug 01 2022 Science fiction-roman.
Kingpin Sep 09 2020 Former hacker Kevin Poulsen has, over the past decade, built a reputation as one of the top investigative reporters on the
cybercrime beat. In Kingpin, he pours his unmatched access and expertise into book form for the first time, delivering a gripping cat-and-mouse
narrative—and an unprecedented view into the twenty-first century’s signature form of organized crime. The word spread through the hacking
underground like some unstoppable new virus: Someone—some brilliant, audacious crook—had just staged a hostile takeover of an online
criminal network that siphoned billions of dollars from the US economy. The FBI rushed to launch an ambitious undercover operation aimed at
tracking down this new kingpin; other agencies around the world deployed dozens of moles and double agents. Together, the cybercops lured
numerous unsuspecting hackers into their clutches. . . . Yet at every turn, their main quarry displayed an uncanny ability to sniff out their snitches
and see through their plots. The culprit they sought was the most unlikely of criminals: a brilliant programmer with a hippie ethic and a
supervillain’s double identity. As prominent “white-hat” hacker Max “Vision” Butler, he was a celebrity throughout the programming world,
even serving as a consultant to the FBI. But as the black-hat “Iceman,” he found in the world of data theft an irresistible opportunity to test his
outsized abilities. He infiltrated thousands of computers around the country, sucking down millions of credit card numbers at will. He effortlessly
hacked his fellow hackers, stealing their ill-gotten gains from under their noses. Together with a smooth-talking con artist, he ran a massive realworld crime ring. And for years, he did it all with seeming impunity, even as countless rivals ran afoul of police. Yet as he watched the fraudsters
around him squabble, their ranks riddled with infiltrators, their methods inefficient, he began to see in their dysfunction the ultimate challenge: He
would stage his coup and fix what was broken, run things as they should be run—even if it meant painting a bull’s-eye on his forehead. Through
the story of this criminal’s remarkable rise, and of law enforcement’s quest to track him down, Kingpin lays bare the workings of a silent crime
wave still affecting millions of Americans. In these pages, we are ushered into vast online-fraud supermarkets stocked with credit card numbers,
counterfeit checks, hacked bank accounts, dead drops, and fake passports. We learn the workings of the numerous hacks—browser exploits,
phishing attacks, Trojan horses, and much more—these fraudsters use to ply their trade, and trace the complex routes by which they turn stolen
data into millions of dollars. And thanks to Poulsen’s remarkable access to both cops and criminals, we step inside the quiet, desperate arms race
that law enforcement continues to fight with these scammers today. Ultimately, Kingpin is a journey into an underworld of startling scope and
power, one in which ordinary American teenagers work hand in hand with murderous Russian mobsters and where a simple Wi-Fi connection can
unleash a torrent of gold worth millions.
The Lesson Apr 16 2021 A gripping campus-set psychological thriller with a jaw-dropping ending. Perfect for fans of Erin Kelly, C. J. Tudor and
Shari Lapena. SOMEONE'S GOT TO MAKE HIM PAY. Evie has just started her second year at University. She is young, beautiful and popular.
She should be having the time of her life, except she has something to hide - a one-night-stand with her English Professor, Simon. Not wanting
any of his other students to be used in the same way, Evie reports their relationship to University HR. But hours later, Village Vixen, the student
gossip blogger, is baying for blood. She's found out about the accusation and is firmly on Simon's side. But how could Village Vixen possibly
have known? Evie can't help but feel like she's being watched. As paranoia and fear set in, the one thing Evie knows for sure is someone has to
teach Simon a lesson...
Avogadro Corp Jul 20 2021 David Ryan is the designer of ELOPe, an email language optimization program, that if successful, will make his
career. But when the project is suddenly in danger of being canceled, David embeds a hidden directive in the software accidentally creating a
runaway artificial intelligence. David and his team are initially thrilled when the project is allocated extra servers and programmers. But
excitement turns to fear as the team realizes that they are being manipulated by an A.I. who is redirecting corporate funds, reassigning personnel
and arming itself in pursuit of its own agenda. WINNER SCIENCE FICTION DIY BOOK FESTIVAL 2011-2012 "Avogadro Corp is a
tremendous book that every single person needs to read. In the vein of Daniel Suarez's Daemon and Freedom(TM), William's book shows that
science fiction is becoming science fact. Avogadro Corp describes issues, in solid technical detail, that we are dealing with today that will impact
us by 2015, if not sooner. Not enough people have read these books. It's a problem for them, but not for the [emergent] machines." -- Brad Feld,
managing directory Foundry Group, co-founder Techstars "Highly entertaining, gripping, thought inspiring book. Don’t start without the time to
finish — it won’t let you go.” -- Gifford Pinchot III, founder Bainbridge Graduate Institute, author THE INTELLIGENT ORGANIZATION "An
alarming and jaw-dropping tale about how something as innocuous as email can subvert an entire organization. I found myself reading with a
sense of awe, and read it way too late into the night." -- Gene Kim, author of VISIBLE OPS "A fictional world where Portland is the hub for the
most exciting advancements in technology... [J]am packed with great references to deep Portland culture...and Portlandia-type references" -SILICON FLORIST
Rogue Code Mar 04 2020 Michael Lewis' Flash Boys revealed how high-frequency trading has created a ruthless breed of traders capable of
winning whichever way the market turns. In Rogue Code, Mark Russinovich takes it one step further to show how their grip on high finance
makes the stock market vulnerable to hackers who could bring about worldwide financial collapse. Cyber security expert Jeff Aiken knows that

no computer system is completely secure. When he's called to investigate a possible breach at the New York Stock Exchange, he discovers not
only that their system has been infiltrated but that someone on the inside knows. Yet for some reason, they have allowed the hackers to steal
millions of dollars from accounts without trying to stop the theft. When Jeff uncovers the crime, the NYSE suddenly turns on him. Accused of
grand larceny, he must find and expose the criminals behind the theft, not just to prove his innocence but to stop a multibillion-dollar heist that
could upend the U.S. economy. Unwilling to heed Jeff's warnings, the NYSE plans to continue with a major IPO using a new, untested system,
one that might be susceptible both to hackers and to ruthless high-frequency traders willing to take any risk to turn a profit. Now Jeff Aiken must
unearth the truth on his own, following the thread to the back alleys of Rio de Janeiro to take on one of the world's most ruthless cartels. Praised
for his combination of real-world technology and quick-paced action, with Rogue Code Mark Russinovich delivers an intense thriller about a
cyber threat that seems all too possible---and the Wall Street traders who might allow it to happen. Includes a foreword by Haim Bodek, author of
The Problem of HFT: Collected Writings on High Frequency Trading & Stock Market Structure Reform.
Family-Friendly Biking In New Jersey And Eastern Pennsylvania Oct 30 2019 A biking book geared specifically toward families with young kids
features photos and easy-to-follow maps for nearly twenty-five kid-friendly trails that are not too steep or too long, do not encounter many roads,
and provide ample access to food and restroom facilities. Original.
Daemon Sep 02 2022 Daniel Suarez’s New York Times bestselling debut high-tech thriller is “so frightening even the government has taken
note” (Entertainment Weekly). Daemons: computer programs that silently run in the background, waiting for a specific event or time to execute.
They power almost every service. They make our networked world possible. But they also make it vulnerable... When the obituary of legendary
computer game architect Matthew Sobol appears online, a previously dormant daemon activates, initiating a chain of events that begins to unravel
our interconnected world. This daemon reads news headlines, recruits human followers, and orders assassinations. With Sobol’s secrets buried
with him, and as new layers of his daemon are unleashed, it’s up to Detective Peter Sebeck to stop a self-replicating virtual killer before it
achieves its ultimate purpose—one that goes far beyond anything Sebeck could have imagined...
Influx Oct 23 2021 New York Times bestselling author Daniel Suarez imagines a chilling future where technological advances are held hostage
by the government in this thriller that perfectly blends “nail-biting suspense with accessible science” (Publishers Weekly). Physicist Jon Grady
and his team have discovered a device that can reflect gravity—a triumph that will revolutionize the field of physics and change the future. But
instead of acclaim, Grady’s lab is locked down by a covert organization known as the Bureau of Technology Control. The bureau’s mission:
suppress the truth of sudden technological progress and prevent the social upheaval it would trigger. Because the future is already here. And it’s
rewards are only for a select few. When Grady refuses to join the BTC, he’s thrown into a nightmarish high-tech prison housing other doomed
rebel intellects. Now, as the only hope to usher humanity out of its artificial dark age, Grady and his fellow prisoners must try to expose the
secrets of an unimaginable enemy—one that wields a technological advantage half a century in the making.
Nanny Dearest Feb 12 2021 'Haunting, evocative and atmospheric' Charlotte Duckworth 'You won't be able to put this book down' Emily Freud
'An accomplished thriller debut' Vogue US You let her in. Now she won't let you go. Sue Keller is lost. When her father dies suddenly, she's
orphaned in her mid-twenties, her mother having died long ago. Then Sue meets Annie. It's been twenty years, but Annie could never forget that
face. She was Sue's live-in nanny at their big house upstate, and she loved Sue like she was her own. Craving comfort and connection, Sue is only
too eager to welcome Annie back into her life. But as they grow close once more, Sue begins to uncover the truth about Annie's unsettling time in
the Keller household all those years ago, and the dark secrets that bind these women together. Split between upstate New York in the nineties and
present-day Manhattan, Nanny Dearest is a darkly addictive psychological thriller of power, privilege, secrets and obsession, which will keep
readers turning the pages right up to the shocking end. 'Powerful, haunting' Miranda Smith 'A tightly woven thriller' Town & Country US
The Turing Exception Sep 29 2019 In the year 2043, humans and AI coexist in a precarious balance of power enforced by a rigid caste
reputation system designed to ensure that only those AI who are trustworthy and contribute to human society increase in power. Everything
changes when a runaway nanotech event leads to the destruction of Miami. In the grim aftermath, a powerful underground collective known as
XOR concludes that AI can no longer coexist with humanity. AI pioneers Catherine Matthews, Leon Tsarev, and Mike Williams believe that
mere months are left before XOR starts an extermination war. Can they find a solution before time runs out?
Kill Decision Feb 24 2022 A scientist and a soldier must join forces when combat drones zero in on targets on American soil in this gripping
technological thriller from New York Times bestselling author Daniel Suarez. Linda McKinney studies the social behavior of insects—which
leaves her entirely unprepared for the day her research is conscripted to help run an unmanned and automated drone army. Odin is the secretive
Special Ops soldier with a unique insight into a faceless enemy who has begun to attack the American homeland with drones programmed to
seek, identify, and execute targets without human intervention. Together, McKinney and Odin must slow this advance long enough for the world
to recognize its destructive power. But as enigmatic forces press the advantage, and death rains down from above, it may already be too late to
save mankind from destruction.
Brave New War Jul 08 2020 "For my money, John Robb, a former Air Force officer and tech guru, is the futurists' futurist." —Slate The
counterterrorism expert John Robb reveals how the same technology that has enabled globalization also allows terrorists and criminals to join
forces against larger adversaries with relative ease and to carry out small, inexpensive actions—like sabotaging an oil pipeline—that generate a
huge return. He shows how combating the shutdown of the world’s oil, high-tech, and financial markets could cost us the thing we’ve come to
value the most—worldwide economic and cultural integration—and what we must do now to safeguard against this new method of warfare.
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